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on saturday, february 5th 2007 at 10:25 am, i wrote a blog entitled “autocad lt 2007 32 bit: new features for home users”. the original article can be viewed at:
http://www.technorati.com/tag/autodesk/ my fellow team member brian souder a longtime veteran here at autodesk along with augi wrote an article on the new

customer involvement program cip in autocad 2008. the new cip feature in autocad 2008 provides the option to send autocad usage and hardware details to autodesk
opt-in. why would you do that, well all the data is anonymous so we have no idea who you are just your usage and hardware details so we can make more informed
design.. read more we have completed some internal testing for running autocad 2007 and autocad 2008 on apple boot camp running microsoft windows xp on an
intel based imac and macpro machine and found no problems. essentially you boot to microsoft windows xp which will run like a native windows xp machine after

setting up the apple boot camp. in the previous postings, i had been offering the general requirements to publish dwf files from autocad. this posting is the third in a
series of autocad tips for the autocad newbies. if you are already a seasoned professional, you may find some of this information very useful. i think of these posts as
a kind of journal of my journey into the new autocad 2008. the first issue i want to solve is the detail of what i need to do in order to publish a dwf file. this will help

me understand how the dwf file creation and publishing works. the second issue i want to address is creating the dwf file. autodesk has no detail on how to perform all
of these tasks.
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perhaps you work in a multi cad platform office or work with contractors or suppliers that use another cad system like microstation v8. autocad 2008 adds the ability
to import, export, and even reference as an underlay the v8 format dgn file content/geometry. the underlay option is a nice way to not convert or modify the v8 dgn
file but base your design in autocad dwg on the referenced dgn geometry. i created a short 2 minute video during the autodesk.. read more perhaps you work in a

multi cad platform office or work with contractors or suppliers that use another cad system like microstation v8. autocad 2008 adds the ability to import, export, and
even reference as an underlay the v8 format dgn file content/geometry. the underlay option is a nice way to not convert or modify the v8 dgn file but base your

design in autocad dwg on the referenced dgn geometry. i created a short 2 minute video during the autodesk expo.. read more autocad 2008 upgrades the electrical
editing to allow for the user to define a perspective transformation to create an orthogonal to normal perspective. the perspective has all the characteristics of a

perspective perspective, however the plane of focus is defined by the user. the orthogonal to normal perspective view also has a viewport that you could set to the
same viewport you have for the orthogonal to normal perspective. switching back and forth between the ortho to normal perspective and the user-defined orthogonal

to normal perspective is very easy. the only problem is you need to create a perspective to switch between ortho to normal and user defined orthogonal to normal.
you can do this by holding down +shift and +ctrl while switching.. read more 5ec8ef588b
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